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Analysis Flow

Abstract & Motivation
A brief overview of well established, complementary, and redundant
methods for determining and validating satellite ephemeris is given.
• Once satellites are on orbit, the first task is to quickly determine
ephemeris sufficient to maintain reliable communications.
• Small satellite teams should be prepared with tools to accomplish
this in the absence of external assistance.
Los Alamos is in the process of adding these capabilities to its
integrated ground station control software suite “GS Commander.”

Determining Which TLE Goes with Which Satellite
• It is now common for many dozens of satellites to be released from
a single launch vehicle in fast succession.
• JSpOC can quickly provide a list of candidate TLEs but it can be still
challenging to determine which TLE is correct for which satellite.
• Given Doppler measurements of satellite transmissions, a simple
analysis can quickly pair the satellites with correct TLEs.
• The figure below shows 9 candidate TLEs each separated by 0.5
seconds of flight or a spread from leading to trailing of only ~30 km.
• The simulated Doppler measurements assume transmissions are in
unified s-band and are obtained with accuracy of 25 Hz (~1σ).
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• Block diagram below shows the operational (purple) and simulation
(blue) analysis flow.
• The system model is the SGP4 orbit propagator and it is assumed to
represent ‘True’ dynamics.
• The error between expected and ‘True’ Doppler is simulated for periodic
radio receptions throughout each pass.
• The standard deviation, error, in measurements for both Doppler and
GPS (DOP) is known at each measurement
• It is assumed that the standard deviation, error, in both Doppler and
GPS measurements are known for each measurement and that they are
normally distributed.
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Covariance and High Dimensional Ellipsoidal Geometry
• Classical differential correction (least squares) is used for the mixed
measurement (Doppler & GPS) orbit determination:
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• Coherent receivers will naturally
measure the received carrier
frequency.
• The covariance of ephemeris
determined via Doppler error
measurement has been
investigated.

Validating Ephemeris
• The results below are from a simulated scenario of:
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• Forward uncertainty propagation from the ephemeris covariance 𝛴𝛴𝑥𝑥 to
the position covariance 𝛴𝛴𝑦𝑦 is defined as:
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Ephemeris Determination at the Ground Station

1) On-orbit GPS measurements obtained periodically over 1 day
and subsequent on-orbit ephemeris determination
2) Transmission of determined ephemeris and covariance estimates
to a ground station
3) Ground station determination of ephemeris and covariance
estimate via Doppler error measurements
4) Analysis of the correlation between the Doppler and GPS results
for cross verification.
5) Combining of the results to reduce covariance of propagated
solution.

• Los Alamos plans to incorporate automated analysis of this type
into its small satellite ground station software to provide
redundancy in ephemeris determination and statistically sound
verification of on-orbit ephemeris determination.
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• Eigenvector/value decomposition is used to determine the size and
orientation of the multidimensional error ellipsoid and projections.
• Figure below is the projection of the 95% confidence position portion of
the ellipsoid onto the Y-Z (JD2000) plane. The ellipsoid can be rotated
and projected onto different planes for diverse investigations.
• Forward uncertainty propagation can suffer from a poorly formed
Jacobian [A]. However, it can be verified by performing a Monte Carlo
analysis. The dots in the figure are full propagations with the ephemeris
set drawn from:
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